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Let us reflect an n-dimensional cube in all its faces. The 2n + 1 cubes obtained 
form a so-called n-dimensional cross. KBrteszi [l] raised the question whether it is 
possible to construct a tiling of the n-dimensional space 
dimensional crosses. 
We say that this such a tiling is regular if neighbouring 
entire (n - 1)-dimensional faces of the original cubes. 
Kkteszi’s question is partially answered by the following 
Dl. 
Theorem 1. The number of painvise non-congruent regukzr lattice-tilings by n- 
from congruent n- 
crosses meet along 
theorem of Molnk 
dimensional crosses equals the nccmber of pairwise non-isomovphic abelian groups of 
order 2n + 1. 
The author proved in [3] the following theorem: 
Thmem 2. Zf 2n + 1 is a prime number, then all lattice-tilings by n-dimensional 
cvosses are regular. 
The proof of Theorem 2. based on a famous theorem by Rkdei [4] on the 
factorization of finite abelian groups. 
The main result in this pulper is the demonstration of the fact that for certain 
numbers n there exist irregtilar lattice-tilings by n-dimensional crosses. This fact 
is in contradiction to previous conjectures. 
2. Relimbwies 
We denote by h and Iw the set of integer and real numbers respectively. Let 8” 
denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space. Translations of 8” form the n - 
dimensional vector space E” over the real number field I!$. Let e,, . . . , e,, be a 
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fixed orthonormal basis in E” and 0 E 8” a fixed point. The set of points 
~,:=(P:bP=C,e,+~**+C~e,;CiEQB,O~Ci~l,i=l,...,n). 
will be called a cube with preferential vertex 0. The set 
9 ,:=(P:bP=c,~e,+c~e,+=~~+C~e,;Ci~IW,O~Ci~1,i=1,...,n} 
wit1 be called a half-cube with preferential vertex 0. We introduce the set of 
vectors: 
K , := (0, e,, e2, 4 . . , en). 
K2 : = t-e,, -e2, . . . , -en), 
K3:={~el.e,+~el,e2+~e,,. . ..e,+~e,)=K,+fe,, 
K,:=(-e,+fe,. -e2+$el,. . . , -e,+$e,}= K2+$el. 
f\ cross is sometimes considered as a set consisting of cubes 
(%p: OPE K, u K,} 
and sometimes it is considered as a set consisting of half-cubes 
X;,:=~~~:OPEX,UK2UKzUKJ}. 
Let I ,. . . . , In F F” be linearly independent. The vector set 
k:={l: 1=X,I,+~~~+X”I,;x I,..., x,Ez} 
will hc termed a lattice. The following two special lattices will be important: 
X:=(x:x=x,e,+.*.+xne,;x, ,.... x&Z}, 
Yi’:={y: y _- ’ x,sel+x2e2+. . .+x,,e,,: x,, . . . , x,, E a. 
Obviously. X c= Y. 
For the sake of conciseness, the. half-cube tiling and the lattice tiling by crosses 
wijl ha% written as (SC,. Y 1: = {S$: OPE Y) and (XL, L) := {3@ ?%E L} respec- 
t iudy. 
3. ResuMs 
Theorem 3. lf there exists an abelian pvup 6: such that 
g,, . . . , gn E G, 
A, :- (0, 2gl, g2,. . . , g”}, 
A>:=={-2g,. -g2,. . . ) -g,,), 
A,: =(RI&,+g,++g,,.. ..g,,+g,j=A,+g,, 
A.~{-2g,+g~.--g~+g, . . . . . -gn+gl}=A2+gl 
11td 
41) A,nAj-9, ifj, i,j=1,2,3,4, L 
(2) AlUA:,UA3UA,=G, 
( -3) A l U A2 is PZO subgroup of G 
d odd. then there exists un irregular (X;;, L) tiling. 
(3.1) 
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proof, (a) Let us construct a lattice t. 
(b) (%!& L) will be shown to be a tiling. 
(c) (%“& L) will be seen to be irregular. 
ia) Obviously the set Y is an abelian group with operation of vector addition. 
The homomorphism q : Y --) G is defined by 
(nl$e, + x2e2 + l . l +~%)Q=xlg,+x2g2+"'+~g,; x1,***,&&z. 
The kernel 
L:=(I: kp=o,k y) 
of Q is, by the homomorphism theorem, a subgroup of Y. The set L is a subgroup 
of Y and its is a finitely generated abelian group so L is a lattice. 
(b) By definition of Q: &Q = Al, &Q = AZ, &Q = A3, &Q = A4. The system 
(St;;, L) is a tiling if and only if every half-cube of the half-cube tiling (SO, Y) 
belongs to exactly one cross of the system (X’, L). If SF, E (SO, Y), m= y E Y, 
then there is only one X6 E (X& L), oQ = 1 E L such that 
y=1+k, MEL, kdC1uK2uK3uK4. (3.2) 
The system (X& L) is a tiling if and only if every y E Y is uniquely expressible in 
the form (3.2) which condition is equivalent to that y<p is exactly the element of 
one of sets Al, AZ, As, A., for y E Y. The system (3& L) is a tiling by conditions 
(1) and (2). 
(c) The tiling (.x&, L) is regular if and only if L c X. Assume the contrary that 
L c: X. Let k,, k2 E K1 U K2 and I E L. Since kl, kl E X by definition of sets K, and 
K2 and since I E X by the indirect assumption hence - k2 + 1+ kI E X. Since 
(XL, L) is a tiling so every element of Y is uniquely expressible in the form 
1’ + k + a, ~‘EL, kEK1UK2, aE{O,&}. 
Apply this statement to the vector -- k2 + 1 + kl E X c Y and we have 
-k,+l+k,=I’+k+a 
In this case a = 0, because kl, kl, I, I’, k E X. Thus 
-k,+l+k,=I’+k 
;nd finally -k,g + k,<p = kq. So the set &cg U K,cp = Al U A2 is a subgroup of G. 
This is in contradiction to condition (3). 
Theorem4. Ifn=9m-5, FEZ! a&m--- > 1, then there exists an abelian group @ 
such that condition (3.1) holds. 
Proof. The case m = 1. Let C8 denote the cyclic group of order 18 and let t be 
one of its generators. Elements g,, . . . , g, E G may now be chosen as 3t, t, 7 t, 5 t, 
in this order. It is easy to check that properties (1) and (2) of condition (3.1) in 
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theorem 4 are satisfied for the sets A,, A;, &, A4 defined by 
A, :=(O, 6t, r, 7f, St}, 
At:=(12t, 17t, lli, 13t), 
A3 : = (3t. 9r, 40, lot, 8t}, 
A,:={lSt,2t, 14t, 16t). 
Also, property (3) holds since t, 7t E A1 U A2 but t +7t = 8t# Al UA2 that is, 
A, U At is no subgroup of CIH. The case m a 2. Let Czm_l be the cyclic group of 
order 2m - 1, and u one of its generators. The group G will be replaced by 
C,&C,,_. ,, the direct sum of Cl8 and C2,,+ and the elements g,, . . . , ggm_5 E G 
by the elements: 
with i= I,?,.. ..2m-2, j=l.2 ,..., m-l. 
Now A, U AZ is not a subgroup of G since 
f 7t [1[ 1 0 ’ 0 EA,UA* but [;]+[;]=[;]&A,UA, 
Obviously, IA,/ = iA71 = 9m -4 and lAzl = IA41 = 9m -5. Later we shall prove that 
Ai nA, =v) for ifj, i,j= 1,2,3,4. Since 
IGl = 18(2rtr - 1)=2(9m-4)+2(9m-S)=\A,~+~Az~+~A3~+~A~~, 
WC have A,UA2UAjUA4=G. 
Assume the contrary that condition (1) does not hold. Assume that Al n AZ 
f $I. Since 
U (--AZ) and 
it folltj P’S that gi = - gi, 1 s i, j s 9~11 - 5 but the reader can readily verify that this 
is impossible. 
Assume that A, n A3 # @ Since 
A,=A,+g, and 
it follows that g = gi + g,, 1 s i, j s9m - 5, but the reader can readily verify that 
this is impossible, etc. 
4. 
RemBark. Let G be an abelian group of order 18(2m - 1) satisfying condition (3.1) 
and let n = 9m -- 5; then an irregular tiling (su”,, L) can be constructed. To this 
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aim, let us determine L as the kernel of the homomorphism Q : Y -3 G, defined in 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
Example. The homomorphism Q : Y + Cl8 is defined as: 
(x$el + x2e2 + x3e3 + x4e4 ) Q =x,3t+x,t+x,7t+x,5t, Xl,. . . ,XqEZ 
the kernel of Q that is, L is spanned by the vectors 
11= 18e2, /2=-4el+3e2, t3=7e2--e3, 14=5e2--e4. 
Indeed, 
llcp = 18e2Q = 18t =0, ~,Q=(-je~+3e2)Q=-3t+3t=o, 
I,Q =(7ef-e,)cp =7t-7t =o, 2,cp=(5ef-e,)Q=5t-5t=O 
and det(l,, . . . , 14) = 9. 
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